
BAMtheatre’s
High School Musical Jr!

Audition Requirements

Thank you for your interest in auditioning for our summer production of High School Musical
Jr!! All auditionees should select one song to sing of the three choices below. EVERYONE

should plan to read the Darbus monologue. All auditionees have the option to prepare either the
Troy or Sharpay line in addition to this. If you have any questions, please direct them to

info@bamtheatre.com.

CHOOSE ONE SONG

“WE’RE ALL IN THIS
TOGETHER”

Everyone is special in their
own way

We make each other strong
We’re not the same,

We’re different in a good way
Together’s where we belong

We’re all in this together
Once we know that we are,
We’re all stars and we see

that
We’re all in this together

And it shows when we stand,
Hand in hand,

Make our dreams come true!

SHEET MUSIC
TRACKS

“BREAKING FREE”

Rising ‘til it lifts us up
So everyone can see
We’re breakin’ free

Soarin’, flyin’
There’s not a star in heaven

that we can’t reach
If we’re tryin’, yeah we’re

breakin’ free
Runnin’, climbin’

To get to that place to be all
that we can be

Now’s the time,
So we’re breakin’ free

SHEET MUSIC
TRACKS

“BOP TO THE TOP”

Bop bop bop
Bop to the top

Wipe away your inhibitions
Stomp stomp stomp

Do the romp and strut your
stuff

Bop bop bop
Straight to the top

Going for the glory
We’ll keep stepping up and

we just won’t stop
‘Til we reach the top

Bop to the top!

SHEET MUSIC
TRACKS
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BAMtheatre’s
High School Musical Jr!

Audition Requirements

EVERYONE PREPARE THIS MONOLOGUE

DARBUS: Yes, my brave little detention menagerie, we thespians often use animals to help us
build the characters we play. Be the bear! Be the ostrich! Be the monkey! Risk! Risk! Risk!
Alright, let’s hear your animals make some noise! Detention is over for today. I expect to see
some of you tomorrow afternoon at the auditions. Please remember to be on time. Scoot, now.
You’ve all done wonderfully!

ADDITIONALLY, you may choose to prepare one of the lines
below:

TROY: Singing means nothing to me! Gabriella means nothing to me! I’ll forget the audition,
forget her, and we’ll go get that championship! Everyone happy now?

-OR-

SHARPAY: Did you Google that Montez hag like I asked? I need you to plant those printouts in
Taylor’s locker ASAP. That way we can make sure Gabriella gets into school activities that keep
her far away from Troy Bolton!


